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Core conceptual flaws in human behavioral ecology
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T

he recent emergence of movement
ecology and niche construction paradigms in evolutionary ecology bring into
clear focus the conceptual shortcomings of
older foraging models currently employed
in Human Behavioral Ecology. Along with
increasing archaeological evidence, these
new perspectives call into question the basic
utility of HBE as a framework of understanding for complex human evolutionary
processes, including the transition from
hunting and gathering to agriculture.
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Under the general label of Human
Behavioral Ecology (HBE), two foraging
models developed in evolutionary ecology
over 30 years ago—diet breadth and patch
choice, have been employed in proposed
universal frameworks of explanation for
a major transitions in human history—
the initial domestication of plants and
animals by human societies world-wide.1
Growing empirical evidence and newly
emerging approaches in evolutionary ecology, however, have isolated three basic
assumptions of HBE that constitute core
conceptual flaws that substantially compromise it’s explanatory potential: (1) that
forager movements across a landscape are
random,2 (2) that as foragers encounter
resources, a stringent assessment of their
net energy value is the solitary criteria for
ranking and selection (any dietary addition
of low-ranked resources is invariably due to
a scarcity of higher ranked food items);1-3
and (3) that foragers are dependent and
passive consumers of resources, with no
capacity for environmental manipulation.2
HBE classifies small-seeded annual
plants (a major class of domesticates—e.g.,
wheat, maize, rice) as low-ranking resources
that are incorporated into human diets and
subsequently domesticated only when better food sources become scarce. Two recent
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articles that document the independent
domestication and coalescence of local
seed-bearing plants into a crop complex in
resource-rich river valleys in eastern North
America in the absence of resource scarcity
provide empirical evidence that contradicts this expectation of HBE.4,5 Recent
archaeological studies in other world areas
also indicate the utilization and/or domestication of small-seeded annuals and other
“low-quality” resources by hunter-gatherer
and early farming societies occupying
resource-rich environments in the absence
of evidence of resource scarcity,6-11 indicating that resource selection is not based
solely on a single criteria—the net energy
value of randomly encountered food
items.12,13
Forager movement patterns (human
and non-human), which contrary to a
basic tenet of HBE are almost always
knowledge-based rather than random, are
increasingly recognized as playing a central role in resource selection under the
Movement Ecology Paradigm (MEP).14-18
Resource selection is not exclusively determined by net-energy values, but by complex and situation-specific sets of drivers,
some of which come into play long before
foragers encounter food items.
While MEP addresses the “random foraging/net-energy-only” conceptual flaw in
HBE, Niche Construction Theory (NCT),
addresses the “passive-resource-consumer”
flaw of HBE by recognizing the active
role of foragers in modifying their environments.19 As the “ultimate ecosystem
engineers,”19-21 human societies have been
actively modifying a wide range of environments in ways that enhance their resource
base22-25 for ca. 40,000 years.26 In contrast
to HBE, which “explains” domestication
as a response to resource scarcity, NCT
instead situates it within end-Pleistocene
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human efforts to manipulate and enrich
their resource base that involved broadspectrum “auditioning” of a wide range
of different species of plants and animals
for potential larger roles in increasingly
human-influenced ecosystems. When
viewed from a NCT perspective, the process of domestication thus did not begin as
a human response to resource scarcity, but
rather emerged within the developmental
context of increasingly more coherent and
integrated overall strategies of ecosystem
engineering by human societies.27
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